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							Celebrating 75 Years

							As we celebrate our anniversary and look ahead to our next 75 years, achieving measurable, meaningful change will continue to be at the heart of our mission. 
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							2023: Looking Back on a Year of Milestones

							Pew’s work helped individuals and communities thrive by strengthening democracy, improving civic infrastructure, and conserving the natural world
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							Follow Pew on Instagram

							Sharing charts, maps, and more to show who Americans are, how policy affects the everyday, and how we can use data to make a difference. Nonpartisan forever.
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Pew Bertarelli Ocean Legacy				
		
	

    

    
        
                    
    
        The ocean covers more than 70% of the Earth's surface and sustains all life on the planet, including humankind and a dazzling array of marine species. For millennia, that invaluable benefit was secure; in many places, coastal communities and Indigenous peoples have successfully conserved the sea’s biodiversity for generations.

But today, the ocean faces severe threats including overfishing, illegal fishing, pollution, and climate change.  

In response, over the past decade many countries have created large-scale, fully protected marine protected areas (MPAs) that have had a positive impact on the ocean. Yet less than 4% of the world’s ocean is protected by strong safeguards, far short of the 30% recommended by the International Union for Conservation of Nature.



To address this global challenge, The Pew Charitable Trusts and Dona Bertarelli created the Pew Bertarelli Ocean Legacy Project in 2017 with the shared goal of supporting creation of the first generation of ecologically significant, large, and effective MPAs around the world. The project also seeks to establish connections between MPAs to conserve areas and corridors that marine life relies on for breeding and migration, and to help communities strengthen connections to the ecosystems they depend on.

These efforts build on more than a decade of work by Pew and Dona Bertarelli to create large-scale, highly or fully protected MPAs that restrict extractive activities such as fishing, drilling, and mining.

Between them, Pew and Dona Bertarelli have helped to obtain designations or commitments to safeguard nearly 13 million square kilometers (5 million square miles) of ocean to date by working with communities, local leaders, philanthropic partners, Indigenous groups, government officials, and scientists. 

Today, the Pew Bertarelli Ocean Legacy Project plays a key role in developing and supporting a regional approach to marine conservation in the eastern tropical Pacific Ocean, the Mediterranean Sea, the Southern Ocean and sub-Antarctic islands, and the western Pacific Ocean. Through collaboration with local communities, the project aims to find innovative ways to help conserve key migratory species and marine ecosystems, which will benefit people connected to the sea for years to come. 
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						The Eastern Tropical Pacific Marine Corridor 
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								The Eastern Tropical Pacific Marine Corridor


								The eastern tropical Pacific Ocean encompasses the sovereign waters of Colombia, Costa Rica, Ecuador, and Panama.
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						Mediterranean Sea 


					

						
								Pew Bertarelli Ocean Legacy Mediterranean Sea
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								Mediterranean Sea


								The Mediterranean Sea covers less than 1% of the global ocean, yet it hosts one of the planet’s greatest reservoirs of marine and coastal biodiversity.


								
											Pew Bertarelli Ocean Legacy Mediterranean Sea
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						The Southern Ocean and sub-Antarctic Islands 


					

						
								Protecting Antarcticas Southern Ocean
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								The Southern Ocean and sub-Antarctic Islands


								Antarctica’s Southern Ocean is one of the world’s last great wilderness areas, surrounding the coldest, driest, windiest, and least altered continent.


								
											Protecting Antarcticas Southern Ocean
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								Connecting Marine Protected Areas Can Improve Ocean Health


								The ocean plays an essential role in sustaining life on our planet. Covering nearly three-fourths of the globe, it is home to nearly a quarter of the world’s known species and many more yet to be discovered.
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            ABOUT PEW
            Founded in 1948, The Pew Charitable Trusts uses data to make a difference. Pew addresses the challenges of a changing world by illuminating issues, creating common ground, and advancing ambitious projects that lead to tangible progress. 
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